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From the MAAO President
Hello everyone and Happy New Year! I hope everyone was able to enjoy the first
big snowfall of this unusual winter and that you are safe, happy, healthy and
warm.
I want to thank everyone for their continued support. With all the changes of
late, we can’t say for certain what our annual conference will look like this year.
However the Board is working tirelessly to ensure that whether we can hold
classes in person or if we put on the first ever fully virtual MAAO conference,
that we have fun, informative classes that everyone will benefit from.
Thank you to every one of you for your continued support of the Association!
Aron Bright, MAAO President

From the Director
As if the freezing temps and gloomy weather were not enough, winter has also brought to us the dreaded
LEGISLATIVE SESSION! Not only are taxpayers' wallets and liberties under assault by the legislature, but they
are also bringing a few bills to "reform" what some constituent told them is wrong with our agency. SDAT's
legislative team (Jonathan, Dan, Zach and me) is on the case, as we work to educate legislators, amend
wayward bills, and defend against efforts at trying to fix what ain't broken. Made more difficult in the age of
COVID, while we can no longer walk the halls of the House and Senate, we have become masters of ZOOM
(in my new favorite outfit: coat and tie with sweatpants!).
On the bright side, we are very excited to support the administration's bill extending the assessment cycle
from three years to five. Every year sees more properties to assess than the last, but our roster and
resources are not growing at a commensurate pace. A five year assessment cycle will allow us to put more
care and attention into each valuation, neighborhood review, appeal, and customer interaction; additional
time that can be spent on training and organization will take the assessment program to the next level of
service excellence.

I'm fairly certain that everyone reading this is just as sick of this virus lockdown as I am. While the governor
has issued a mandatory telework order for all non-essential functions, SDAT must continue to function, and
certain of those functions can only be handled in-person, and in the office. We are working hard to digitize
every process and become less reliant on the physical space of our offices, but that will take time. However,
regardless of when the vaccine allows us to return to some semblance of normalcy, remember that telework
is the way of not only the present, but SDAT's future as well.
It is the privilege and honor of a lifetime to lead and serve with such a dedicated and talented group of
people such as yourselves. Thank you for all you do for the people and State of Maryland.

Cheers,
Michael
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From the State Supervisor
Membership in the MAAO has traditionally included the opportunity to attend the annual education
conference which will likely be held virtually in an online format for 2021. Even though we may not be
meeting in person, I would encourage each of you to remain an active participating member of the MAAO.
I attended my first MAAO Educational Conference at the Castle in the Sand in Ocean City and have
remained a member for over 30 years. During this time I have had the opportunity to have fun, make
friends, learn new skills, and to serve the organization.
The President at that first conference was Bruce Bolt, who we recently lost as a lifetime member. Bruce
was dedicated to the MAAO and served in numerous capacities throughout his years of service. In his
spirit, I would encourage each member to be active, volunteer to help with conferences, serve on a
committee, or run for office on the Executive Board.
Thank you for your hard work as a member of the department and for your support of the MAAO.
Best regards,
Dan Phillips
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Letter from Charlotte Rogers (Previous State Supervisor)
What a year 2020 has been. I want to thank President Meaghan Beach, the executive board, and committee
chairs for all of their hard work even though the 2020 MAAO Conference was unable to be held. There were
many hours of preparation!
On a personal note, 2020 provided me with much to be thankful for. My grandson was born in May and I
was promoted to Nannie! Also, I was able to retire on December 1st. I'm extremely grateful that I was given
the opportunity to work directly with many of you across the State. I can say, without a doubt, SDAT and
MAAO have the most dedicated people in the State of Maryland.
I am hopeful that we will meet again at the 2021 MAAO Conference.
Take care,
Charlotte

Visit Our Website at
www.maao-md.org
for updates on the 2021 Spring Conference

Thank you Meaghan for your service as President in 2019-2020 and for your
continued efforts to make MAAO a success!
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County News
Anne Arundel County
Congratulations to Steven Troxell and Evan Lucado. Evan and Steven both
started out in the Anne Arundel County Office as Residential Assessors. Both have
excelled and gained valuable knowledge. We are excited to have them both as our
newest members of the Commercial Team
Congratulations to Thomas Lantzas and Joseph Saunders on your promotions to
Assessor III.
The HVAC and ventilation systems are being replaced at 45 Calvert Street which is
requiring all of the occupants to vacate the building. The Anne Arundel County SDAT
office will be moving to the DNR or Tawes Building which is located just a mile away
by the Navy-Marine Corps Memorial Stadium. We will be occupying part of the
cafeteria on the first floor of the Tawes Building, that has been vacated due to
Covid. While our accommodations may be a bit unique, we have learned that we
can be flexible and together we can survive any challenges that come our way. Our
move is planned for the second week of April and we should be returning to
45 Calvert the last week of December. Stay tuned for the transformation.

Charles County
Maria Lewis was promoted in December 2019 as our new Assistant Office Manager. Maria has now been
with the department over 25 years.
Lamar Clark left our department in January 2020
Malcolm Wright transferred from Montgomery County to Charles County in April 2020, during the early part
of the pandemic.
Matthew Walker was promoted to Assessor III in January 2021.
Brenda Goldring has now been with the department for over 30 years. She welcomed her first grandson on
March 18, 2020.
Nicole Ramstedt and Carol Edwards have been with the department over 20 years.
Sheila McCoy has been with the department over 15 years and Michele Bowen will reach her 15 year
anniversary on April 26, 2021.
On a side note I personally would like to thank Calvert and St. Mary’s counties with their assistance in
finishing the 2021 RA. I would also like to thank Caroline County for their assistance with keying transfers
over the summer.

----Nicole Ramstedt
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News from Montgomery County
During this pandemic we had some movement in the office in early to mid-goings. We
welcomed Frederick George, Latine Halstead, John Samuels and Jonathon Thornton to the
assessor side. And Sisera Fonseca to the clerical side. Anika Vines became Assessor Supervisor
Vines taking over the New Construction group that had previously been helmed by the recently retired
Wayne Lesonick. Shortly, into his tenure we would say goodbye to Jonathon Thornton and we feel like we
never really got to know him. Also shortly thereafter we lost another John, John Krisko who had only been
with us for a couple of years. Things have seemed to settle down as we adjust to a new normal.
We finished the RA and a bit of a chance to catch our breath before the stormy appeals season.
What a challenging and unprecedented time we are in. Managing to get the work done on limited days in
the office and under rather unique conditions, truly showed are mettle and our ability to serve the public.
I am truly proud to work for this agency and in this office.
Hoping everyone stays safe!

Respectfully submitted,
Bryan Levenson, CMPA PP

Somerset County Fall Newsletter
“To everything….turn, turn, turn. There is a season..…turn, turn, turn.” –The Byrds
The world is still turning down here on the Lower Shore and we are continually adjusting to this
new covid normal.
Even though life has changed, we have a lot of happy news to report in Somerset.
In September Betsy McCready became a proud grandmother for the second time. Colton Howeth McCready
was born on 9/17/2020. He is super adorable, healthy, and everyone is in love especially his big sister
Caroline!
Congratulations to Patrick Tawes who became an Assessor III on August 29th.
Round of applause for Betsy McCready and Meaghan Beach!!!! These two achieved service milestones.
Betsy had 40 years State service on 11/17/2020 and Meaghan had 15 years on 1/18/2021.
Congratulations to two dedicated State Employees!!!
We hope all of you are happy, healthy, and doing well!!!!
-Meaghan Beach
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From Left to right, Renee Mierczak PP, James Ward PP, Howard Levenson PP, Henry Bruce Bolt PP,
Leslie Pruitt, Charles (Chuck) Boyer PP.
This is the picture taken on roof top of the hotel at the NRAAO/NYAAO Conference 2008 Lake Placid NY
Regrettably, we have lost a great colleague and friend. After twelve long years, Bruce Bolt as lost his battle
with cancer. Bruce Bolt started his career with SDAT in 1974 and soon after that he joined Maryland
Association of Assessing Officers. He was an active, loyal member from the beginning. He was President of
MAAO from 1988-1989 and he was president of NRAAO from 2015-2016. Bruce was a diamond with many
facets, and I will miss his many facets dearly. One of my fondest memories was the 2008 NRAAO conference
in Lake Placid New York. MAAO sent a delegation to the conference to promote the 2009 NRAAO / MAAO
Conference in Ocean City. Bruce and I were a part of that group sent. At the conference hotel, Bruce had
worked out some sort of arrangement with the hotel staff to let the Maryland Delegation go on the roof and
take some pictures. The next morning at breakfast all the other State representatives were talking about
Maryland being on the roof, and Bruce was sitting back loving it. Bruce loved to keep everyone guessing. He
loved to laugh and be in the know. He loved the MAAO and the people that served the organization. Bruce
has helped forge the good relationship the MAAO has with the NRAAO. Bruce retired from SDAT in 2018, but
he still was actively involved in the planning and had committed to help work on the 2023 NRAAO/MAAO
Conference. Bruce is an example how this organization provides highly technical professionals opportunities
that foster lifelong professional relationships and friendships. If you knew him, I’m sure he made you laugh
and you will miss him.
Leslie Pruitt PP
Supervisor of Assessments Somerset County
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